[In vitro studies of PDR brachytherapy].
Calculations on the basis of the LQ-model have been focussed on the possible radiobiological equivalence between common continuous low dose rate irradiation (CLDR) and a superfractionated irradiation (PDR = pulsed dose rate) provided that the same total dose will be prescribed in the same overall time as with the low doserate. A clinically usable fractionation scheme for brachytherapy was recommended by Brenner and Hall and should replace the classical CLDR brachytherapy with line sources with an afterloading technique using a stepping source. The hypothes is that LDR equivalency can be achieved by superfractionation was tested by means of in vitro experiments on V79 cells in monolayer and spheroid cultures as well as on HeLa monolayers. Simulating the clinical situation in PDR brachytherapy, fractionation experiments were carried out in the dose rate gradient of afterloading sources. Different dose levels were produced with the same number of fractions in the same overall incubation time. The fractionation schedules which were to be compared with a CLDR reference curve were: 40 x 0.47 Gy, 20 x 0.94 Gy, 10 x 1.88 Gy, 5 x 3.76 Gy, 2 x 9.4 Gy given in a period of 20 h and 1 x 18.8 Gy as a "single dose" exposition. As measured by flow cytometry, the influence of the dose rate in the pulse on cell survival and on cell cycle distribution under superfractionation was examined on V79 cells. V79 spheroids as a model for a slowly growing tumor, reacted according to the radiobiological calculations, as a CLDR equivalency was achieved with increasing fractionation. Rapidly growing V79 monolayer cells showed an inverse fractionation effect. A superfractionated irradiation with pulses of 0.94 Gy/h respectively 0.47 Gy/0.5 h was significantly more effective than the CLDR irradiation. This inverse fractionation effect in log-phase V79 cells could be attributed to the accumulation of cycling cells in the radiosensitive G2/M phase (G2 block) during protected exposure which was drastically more pronounced for the pulsed scheme. HeLa cells were rather insensitive to changes of fractionation. Superfractionation as well as hypofractionation yielded CLDR equivalent survival curves. The fractionation scheme, derived from the PDR theory to achieve CLDR equivalent effects, is valid for many cell lines, however not for all. Proliferation and dose rate dependend cell cycle effects modify predictions derived from the sublethal damage recovery model and can influence acute irradiation effects significantly. Dose rate sensitivity and rapid proliferation favour cell cycle effects and substantiate, applied to the clinical situation, the possibility of a higher effectiveness of the pulsed irradiation on rapidly growing tumors.